Junior and Nursery
Uniform and PE Equipment List

Notes
Please refer to the School Uniform Policy for detailed information on the expectations regarding how the school uniform should be worn.
All items marked ‘QHS’ will be school-specific and must be purchased from the school shop, including boys’ trousers. This is to avoid discrepancies in shading,
shape and quality of garments. Asterix marked items may be purchased from elsewhere.

Summer/Winter Uniform
Summer Uniform:



First half term (September to end of October optional)
Summer term (April to July) (Compulsory from after the May half term; optional from April)

In the event of unusually cold weather during summer months the Headteacher may declare a temporary return to winter uniform.
Summer and winter uniforms cannot be mixed together, e.g. the open neck shirt cannot be worn with black tights.
A school jumper has been added in most years. This is to be worn under the blazer.
Where items are ‘optional’ there is no requirement for purchase. However, pupils are not permitted to wear replacement items bought elsewhere.

Q3-Q6 Boys’ Uniform List
Winter Uniform:














QHS Junior School blazer
QHS grey V-necked jumper with red ‘V’ and logo
QHS School tie (tied version)
*Long-sleeved white shirt
QHS grey trousers
QHS short grey socks
*Black shoes (Shoes should be of a traditional style, low heeled, black, clean and polished. No insignia should be visible. Canvas shoes and trainer
type shoes are not permitted.)
QHS coat
*Plain black or red gloves
QHS black or red fleece hat
QHS cagoule (optional)
QHS black or red scarf (optional) or QHS striped fine-knit scarf (optional)

Summer Uniform:




*Short-sleeved white shirt replaces the long-sleeved shirt
QHS grey knee-length school shorts replace the trousers (Optional for J5 & J6)

Other:






Other QHS Junior School rucksack
QHS PE Sports Bag
QHS red Art apron
*A simple black-strapped watch (optional)

Q3-Q6 Girls’ Uniform List
Winter Uniform:













QHS Junior School blazer
QHS grey V-necked jumper or cardigan with red ‘V’ and logo
*Long-sleeved white shirt
QHS School tie (tied version)
QHS Tartan Skirt – below the knee (the Tartan Tunic may still be worn in Q3 and Q4)
Knee length red socks or red woolly tights
*Flat black shoes (Shoes should be of a traditional style, flat, black, clean and polished. No insignia should be visible. Canvas shoes and trainer type
shoes are not permitted.)
QHS coat
*Plain black or red gloves
QHS black or red fleece hat
QHS cagoule (optional)
QHS black or red scarf (optional) or QHS striped fine-knit scarf (optional)
Summer Uniform:






QHS red & white stripy dress
QHS grey V-necked jumper or cardigan with red ‘V’ and logo
QHS white socks with gingham frill
For Q5&Q6 there is the option of short-sleeved white shirt and plain white ankle socks
Other:






Other QHS Junior School Rucksack
QHS PE Sports Bag
*Plain red or black ‘hair tidy’ or Gingham ‘hair scrunchy’ in the summer
QHS red Art apron

Q1-Q2 Boys’ Uniform List
Winter Uniform:














QHS Junior School blazer
QHS grey V-necked jumper with red ‘V’ and logo
QHS School tie (tied or clip on version)
*Long-sleeved white shirt
QHS grey trousers
QHS short grey socks
*Black shoes (Shoes should be of a traditional style, low heeled, black, clean and polished. No insignia should be visible. Canvas shoes and trainer
type shoes are not permitted.)
QHS coat
QHS felt cap *Plain black or red gloves
QHS black or red woollen hat
QHS cagoule (optional)
QHS black or red scarf
*Wellington boots
Summer Uniform:





*Short-sleeved white shirt replaces the long-sleeved shirt
QHS grey knee-length school shorts replace the trousers
QHS baseball cap
Other:






QHS book bag
QHS small PE bag
QHS red art apron
*A simple black-strapped watch (optional) *Boot bag

Q1-Q2 Girls’ Uniform List
Winter Uniform:















QHS Junior School blazer
QHS grey V-necked jumper or cardigan with red ‘V’ and logo
QHS Tartan Tunic
*Long-sleeved white shirt
QHS School tie (tied or clip on version)
Knee length red socks or red woolly tights
*Flat black shoes (Shoes should be of a traditional style, flat, black, clean and polished. No insignia should be visible. Canvas shoes and trainer type
shoes are not permitted.)
QHS coat
QHS felt hat
*Plain black or red gloves
QHS black or red fleece hat
QHS cagoule (optional)
QHS black or red scarf (optional) or QHS striped fine-knit scarf (optional)
*Wellington boots
Summer Uniform:






QHS red & white gingham dress (worn with the grey cardigan)
QHS white socks with gingham frill
QHS baseball cap
QHS straw boater hat
Other:







QHS book bag
QHS small PE bag
*Plain red or black ‘hair tidy’ or Gingham ‘hair scrunchy’ in the summer
QHS red Art apron
A simple black-strapped watch (optional)

Nursery & QR Boys’ Uniform
Winter Uniform:














QHS Junior School blazer (QR only)
QHS red fleece (optional)
QHS red sweatshirt
QHS white polo shirt
QHS grey trousers
QHS short grey socks Black shoes - Velcro-fastening preferred (Shoes should be of a traditional style, low heeled, black, clean and polished. No
insignia should be visible. Canvas shoes and trainer type shoes are not permitted.)
QHS coat
QHS felt cap (QR only)
*Plain black or red gloves
QHS black or red fleece hat
QHS cagoule (optional)
QHS black or red scarf (optional)
*Wellington boots
Summer Uniform:




QHS grey knee-length school shorts replace the trousers
QHS legionnaires cap
Other:





QHS book bag
QHS PE drawstring bag
QHS red Art apron

Nursery & QR Girls’ Uniform
Winter Uniform:















QHS Junior School blazer (QR only)
QHS red fleece (optional)
QHS sweatshirt or cardigan with logo
QHS white polo shirt
QHS Tartan Tunic
Knee-length red socks/woolly tights
*Flat black shoes - Velcro-fastening preferred (Shoes should be of a traditional style, flat, black, clean and polished. No insignia should be visible.
Canvas shoes and trainer type shoes are not permitted.)
QHS coat
QHS felt hat (QR only)
*Plain black or red gloves
QHS black or red fleece hat
QHS cagoule (optional)
QHS black or red scarf (optional) or QHS striped fine-knit scarf (optional)
*Wellington boots
Summer Uniform:






QHS red & white gingham dress (worn with the red logo cardigan)
QHS white socks with gingham frill
QHS legionnaires cap
QHS straw boater hat (QR only)
Other:






QHS book bag
QHS PE drawstring bag
*Plain red or black ‘hair tidy’ or Gingham ‘hair scrunchy’ in the summer
QHS red Art apron

PE Equipment List
Q3-Q6

Boys
Crested reversable rugby jersey
Crested rugby shorts
Crested indoor football shorts
Crested t-shirt
Red and Black Sport Socks

1 Mid-Layer Compulsory
Crested 1/4 zip track
top. Mid-layer

Crested tracksuit bottoms

Optional
Crested waterproof tracktop
School Skins Leggings +
Base Layer
Crested cricket whites

Crested pe holdall
Shin pads (football)

Crested boot bag

Boys- sports trainers (indoor and
outdoor capable)
Boys - Studded Football boots

Girls
Crested skort
Crested hockey top
Crested t-shirt
Red socks with black top
Crested Tracksuit Bottoms
Crested pe holdall
Shin pads (hockey)

Girls- sports trainers (indoor and
outdoor capable)
Optional specialist trainers for
Netball and Hockey Astro trainers.

1 Mid-Layer Compulsory
Crested ¼ zip track
top. Mid-layer
Optional
Crested PE shorts
Crested waterproof tracktop
School skins Leggings +
base layer
Crested cricket whites

PE Equipment List
Nursery-Q2
Boys
Crested indoor football shorts
Crested t-shirt
Crested tracksuit bottoms
Crested pe holdall

Nursery - Q2- sports trainers (indoor
and outdoor capable)

1 Mid-Layer Compulsory
Crested 1/4 zip track top
Optional
Crested waterproof tracktop

Girls
Crested skort
Crested t-shirt
Crested tracksuit bottoms
Crested pe holdall

Nursery - Q2- sports trainers (indoor
and outdoor capable)

1 Mid-Layer Compulsory
Crested ¼ zip track top
Optional
Crested waterproof tracktop

